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The follow-up to Batman and the Monster Men (2006) is, like its predecessor, set in the first years of the Caped
Crusaders crime-fighting career. When GothamCollecting Matt Wagners blood-curdling 6-issue sequel to BATMAN
AND THE MONSTER MEN! In this dark tale, Batman must counter sinister machinations and: Welcome to the Official
Site for DC. DC is home to the Worlds Greatest Super Heroes, including SUPERMAN, BATMAN, WONDER
WOMAN,Dark Moon Rising - Batman and the Mad Monk After rescuing Julie, Batman kills the Monk and Dala by
shooting them with silver bullets as they lay in theirIn the summer of 2006, DC began publishing a six-issue miniseries
by writer/artist Matt Wagner called Batman and the Mad Monk. This is once again a revisedDark Moon Rising (Part III
of VI): Batman is interrogating on of the low-life members of the Brotherhood of Eternal Night, but hes too afraid of the
Monk to talk.Dark Moon Rising, Part I of VI: Batman comes across Catwoman committing another burglary. He worries
that he has accidentally given licence to every crookJoin Matt Wagner as he revisits the early career of the young
Batman in another adventure inspired by DCs Golden Age in this blood-curdling sequel to Mad Monk, follow-up to last
years Batman & the Monster Men, pays homage to Miller in subtle ways, but manages to avoid aping Year OnesDark
Moon Rising (Part VI of VI): The Mad Monks vampire cult has captured Julie Madison and is preparing her for
sacrifice. Batman crashes through the wallThis paperback collects the Batman and the Mad Monk storyline which was
written and illustrated by Matt Wagner. It was published from October, 2006 to March,Matt Wagner continues his
exhilarating re-imagination of one of Batmans earliest Golden Age adventures! Howling creatures of the night, gothic
hideouts andThe follow-up to Batman and the Monster Men (2006) is, like its predecessor, set in the first years of the
Caped Crusaders crime-fighting career. When GothamBatman and the Mad Monk Vol 1. This page contains information
about Batman and the Mad Monk (Volume 1). Batman and the Mad Monk See full list >Batman and the Mad Monk has
1370 ratings and 67 reviews. Sam said: After creating a truly terrible Batman book with The Monster Men, Matt Wagner
was invDark Moon Rising, Part IV of VI: One of the Brotherhood of Eternal Night has been locked in an Iron Maiden,
as punishment for being questioned by Batman,Batman and the Mad Monk has Batman battling the vampiric Monk.
Julie Madison and Norman Madison return.Batman and the Mad Monk is an American comic book limited series,
featuring the DC Comics superhero Batman published in 2006-2007. It is set during the - 7 min - Uploaded by Gotham
Roguescomicreview47s channel: https:///channel/UCz6k7VnN3Hh- QUqdFzJxLBg The sinister Mad Monk continues to
ensnare Gotham in sadistic and shadowy webs! To solve the supernatural mystery behind this new villain, Batman must
firstWatch online and download Batman: The Mad Monk comic in high quality. Various formats from 240p to 720p HD
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(or even 1080p). HTML5 available for mobileDark Moon Rising (Part V of VI): The Mad Monk and Dala are looking at
the trap that has just caught an intruder, but they cannot see who it is. They decide to
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